TEMPLE OF VENUS

TEMPLE
OF
VENUS
are
born
in
Bologna
in
the
far
1984.
People say we owe our name to the legendary Joy Division, as it was among the discarded ones
before renaming themselves as New Order.
As you probably guess, the band plays new-wave straight from the 80's, proudly in english
language. A hard challenge to take for an italian band, but gratified by the good reviews we had in
Italy and abroad. Our current line-up:
PIERO LONARDO (Vocals, Bass, Synths) - FEDERICO VANZINI (Guitars, Backvocals)
After a lot of demotapes, in 1997 Temple of Venus self-produced their 1st cd,
ZIG'D'BOMB. This 5 tracks CD was recorded at Franco Turra's Pedale Baroque
Studio in Bologna and mixed at the TMB ROCKHOUSE in Modena. We had some
good reviews by the italian music magazines and we were first compared to some of
the new-wave great bands, as The Cure, Echo & The Bunnymen and The Sound.
Those reviews granted us a step forward by signing a contract
with Toast of Turin, italian most prominent indie label, which
produced in 1999 our 2nd record: 18th May 1980.
This record, once again a 5 tracks cd, was dedicated to the memory of Ian Curtis,
obtained more good reviews by italian music magazines too.
after having two songs included in two cd compilations issued by Dischi Acqued8,
MOSTRA I MUSCOLI DELLA MUSICA and FAI IL PIENO DI MUSICA ALL'ACQUED8
VOL.2, it was time for us to release our first full-length cd, ENDLESS?
ENDLESS?, released in 2003, was recorded at the Scandellara Studios in
Bologna by "Pecos" Grazioli. Our goal was to try and imagine how the 80's sound
would have been, if developed until today. We proudly reached thes goal and the
record has been always well reviewed, either by italian and foreign media.
Having won, again in 2003, the contest issued by FLASHMUSICA, the web
portal of "Progetto Giovani" (youth project) sponsored by the municipality of
Bologna, we decided to record a new album, once again at
Scandellara Studios. We entitled it simply PROMO 2004.
Its 8 tracks were meant to be the ideal follow up of our last release, adding
some more electronics. However, this record was never released in its full form,
but its songs took part in several compilations, among which we can count
UNITED FORCES OF PHOENIX Vols. 1 & 2 in 2006 and 2007, two luxury cd
boxsets issued by Nomadism Records and distributed by NovaMedia Gmbh, and
THE HOLY HOUR COMPILATION vol.1 issued in 2007 by theholyhour.it.
In

2011

we

have

released

our

little

masterpiece,

MESSIAH COMPLEX.
This 9 tracks CD, the result of 4 years of hard work, is another
turning point in our artistic career. Temple of Venus' music once
again has evolved towards new musical frontiers, using more
electronic instruments to support and enlighten vocals, guitars
and bass parts, receiving only great reviews by italian and
foreign media.
The album was anticipated by
some great live performances,
including
two
tours
in
London clubs.
Truly remarkable also the
cover artwork by Luca Nieddu
and the fine print by RE-FINE
LTD of London.

2013: LIVE CPA FI-SUD 11 tracks recorded on
19/04/2013 during our live gig at CPA Firenze-sud and
Produced by SWISS DARK NIGHTS, is a powerful example of
our
live
skills,
waiting for our new
studio album.
2014: FOR THE BATS VOL.1 TEMPLE OF
VENUS appears on the first volume of the benefit
compilation in favour of the BAT WORLD SANCTUARY,
together with MONICA RICHARDS, THE MARCH
VIOLETS, THE LAST DANCE and many others.
Contacts: piero.x@tiscali.it - www.templeofvenus.it - www.facebook.com/templeofvenus

